Training/Meeting Location: Prevent Child Abuse Virginia
2211 Dickens Road, Suite 204
Richmond, VA 23230
804-359-6166
Accommodations are listed with PCAV’s preferred hotels first then other options listed from closest to
furthest. The options listed reflect a variety of tastes and travel needs. There are other hotels in the area
that you are certainly welcomed to explore via whichever booking vehicle you prefer (Priceline.com, etc).

Hotel Details:

Hampton Inn – Richmond
*PCAV preferred
5406 Glenside Drive
Richmond, VA 23228
(804) 756-1777
This is located 1.3 miles from PCAV. It has visually appealing
contemporary décor, small exercise room, outdoor seasonal pool,
business center, complementary breakfast and 24 hour snacks
available. It is clean and the staff members are friendly and
helpful. Rooms look comfortable and well appointed. Mention you
are associated with PCAV to get the negotiated rate.
The negotiated PCAV rate is $98.00 plus tax.

Candlewood Suites- Richmond
*PCAV preferred
2100 Dickens Road
Richmond, VA 23230
(804) 324-3900
This recently opened hotel is 0.2 miles from PCAV (within walking
distance on a nice day!). It has contemporary décor, a small
exercise room, a large outdoor patio, free wireless internet & free
laundry. There is no continental breakfast at the hotel, but they do
offer a 20% coupon for the Denny’s restaurant located adjacent to
the hotel, and have 24 hour snacks available for purchase. Rooms
are comfortable with separate living and sleeping spaces as well
as a fully equipped kitchen. Mention you are associated with
PCAV to get the negotiated rate.
The negotiated PCAV rate is $99.00 plus tax.

The Westin – Richmond
6631 West Broad Street
Richmond, VA 23230
(804) 282-8444
The Westin is a lovely contemporary styled hotel designed to
inspire tranquility. It is located 0.7 miles from PCAV and has a
bright indoor pool, large exercise room, free cable connection to
internet (wireless costs extra) and a great restaurant on site. It is
more expensive than other area hotels but boasts 100% high
thread count cotton sheets, down comforters and flat screen TV’s.
Call for rates.

Embassy Suites Hotel
2925 Emerywood Parkway
Richmond, VA 23294
(804) 672-8585
All suites all the time, this hotel is located 1.2 miles from PCAV
and offers breakfast, a cocktail hour and entrances to rooms from
a courtyard (which makes them always visible to staff – nice for
travelers particularly concerned with safety). Embassy Suites
features an indoor pool, workout room, hot tub and sauna, work
station and all bedrooms are situated towards the outside of the
hotel to minimize interior hotel noise.
Call for rates.

Quality Inn – West End
8008 West Broad Street
Richmond, VA 23294
(804) 346-0000
This hotel is a 2.2 mile drive from PCAV’s offices. In addition to
attractive surroundings, this is a well-secured hotel and offers
many amenities.
Driving Details:

Please refer to Mapquest or the individual websites for directions.
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